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Sunday, November 28, 2021 

The First Sunday of Advent 
“Star of Wonder” 

Matthew 2:1-6 
Rev. Dr. Chris Keating 

 

The star of Christmas prompted the magi to wonder and imagine what new thing could be 
happening.  

 

Christians, in case you’ve never noticed, tend to have some odd habits.  The late Michael 
Yaconelli once wrote that of some Christians it could be said that “you shall know the truth, and 
the truth shall make you odd.” Yaconelli does not concede the point, however, and he’s talking 
less about strange fringe movements in the church and more about the peculiar witness of 
everyday Christians.  

 “Oddness is important,” wrote Yaconelli, because “the most dangerous word in Western 
culture is sameness. Sameness is a virtue that infects members of indulstrialized nations and 
causes an allergic reaction to anyone who is different. This virus affects the decision -making 
part of our brains, resulting in an obsession with making the identical choices everyone else is 
making.” 

“Sameness,” says Yaconelli,”is the cemetery where our distinctiveness is buried. In a sea of 
sameness, no one has an identity. But Christians do have an identity…we are the odd ones, the 
strange ones, the misfits, the outsiders, the incompatibles. Oddness is a gift from God and sits 
dormant until God’s Spirit gives it life and shape.” 1  

Christians are odd: we hold to a message of God’s love for the world --  not just the parts of the 
world that are awe inspiring and beautiful like the Rocky Mountains or the Grand Canyon, but 
other, less inspiring places like the oil refineries around Newark, NJ or concrete basin people in 
California call the Los Angeles River. We hold to an odd message that the wondrous love of God 
is revealed in Jesus Christ for all to see: from bathrobe-wearing shepherds at the church’s 
Christmas pageant to the mysterious strangers who come from the east to worship the 
newborn king. Our worship in Advent reflects this sort of odd wonder: when everyone else is 
putting up thousands of twinkling LED lights, we light a single candle. While the world rushes 
around to construct the “perfect” Christmas, we start quietly, faithfully, believing that even in 
the darkest moments of our lives God’s love appears.  

 
1 Yaconelli, “Messy Spirituality,” p. 104 
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We do odd things like gathering food for the hungry, clipping coupons others throw away. We 
offer gifts to Circle of Concern so that all of God’s children can give and receive Christmas gifts. 
We dare to believe that God will provide what the church needs by prayerfully offering our gifts 
of time, talent, and treasure. We press forward in faith, even if the roadways are crooked, the 
paths uneven.  

We oddly commit our gifts not because giving will bring us honor or accolades, but simply 
because we believe that we are called by God to a life of generosity. 

No business consultant in the world would ever suggest operating a business the way a church 
is organized. Yet the gifts we bring, no matter how large or how small, are spiritually significant. 
We give not out of an obligation but from an awareness that developing the discipline of giving 
is in itself an act of wonder.  

We live by the rather odd belief that God is at work in and through the gifts we share. We 
believe that by offering our odd and imperfect selves God will somehow bring light to shine in 
the darkness and offer food to the hungry.  

We are like the magi, lost in the pursuit of something wonderful, something that grabs our 
attention. The star reminds us that our lives yearn for something more than the twinkling lights 
and elves on shelves. It summons us forward in faith.  

In all honesty, starting with the magi on the first Sunday of Advent seems out of place to  me. 
It’s an odd place to begin, but perhaps it is the most honest place to begin because each of us, 
in our own odd ways, is longing for the gift of wonder that called the magi from their homes.  

Summoned by the star, they left behind all that was familiar to travel to an unfamiliar place. 
They were aliens, strangers in a strange land. Unlike the gangly kids who play the parts of the 
three kids in Sunday school pageants, their robes were neither too small nor too large, but 
there were also not considered particularly wise or royal. They were propelled by a mysterious 
star that burned bright in the sky, led by wonder and questions into a place that generally 
would not have welcomed them.  

Somehow the wonder of Christmas can wear off. In high school, our choir began rehearsing 
Christmas music in September. From Thanksgiving until the start of Christmas break, the choir 
would sing two, three or even four times a week. By the end of Christmas, the wonder was 
wearing thin. The little drummer boy was down to his last rump a pa rum, leading several choir 
members to rewrite the lyrics to “Do You Hear What I Hear?” 

The gift of wonder, write Ed Robb and Rob Renfroe, can become our most important Christmas 
gift because it reminds us that there is more to this world than the eye beholds. The authors 
have written a little book that we’ll be using as our guide for Advent. Their invitation is to “look 
for the beauty in what God has done and allow yourself to be amazed by a story you’ve heard a 
hundred times, tom come to this season with a spirit of curiosity, trusting that I f you will slow 
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down and open your heart, Creation’s Artist will astonish you with gifts that are waiting for 
you.”  

“Once you believe in Christmas,” they remind us, “the world becomes a place of wonder.” 

Whatever astronomical phenomenon that led the magi from their home country, they were 
guided by wonder.  They were called to search for something greater than themselves. Yet in 
tacking their story to the end of our Christmas pageants or saving it until Epiphany Sunday in 
January we do our best to domesticate that wild wonder. Most years, by the time we get to the 
magi, the wonder of Christmas is wearing thin. The angels have sung their songs, the shepherds 
returned to their fields. It’s only then that the magi slip into the story almost completely 
unnoticed.  

Yet their presence incites fear and trembling, and their innocent question of Herod fuels his 
murderous rage.  

What caused these star-gazers to leave their homelands is uncertain. It must have been a 
dangerous, if not downright uncomfortable journey. Afterall, most camels do not offer business 
class. They were not traversing a far in a noise insulated, leather seat Mercedes with a well-
balanced suspension. However they got to Bethlehem, it wasn’t first class. 

As foreigners, they were already under suspicion. Matthew does not need to remind his readers 
that magi were despised as quacks or charlatans, idolatrous imposters to be feared and cast 
out.  

We call them Melchoir, Gaspar, and Baltasar, which were certainly not their names, especially 
since Matthew says nothing about how many magi appeared. They could have been called 
Manny, Moe, and Jack, or even Larry, Curly and Moe. They were not royalty, despite the 
ancient claim by the Empress Helena. She reported having a vision which led to exhume their 
presumed burial site. But there’s no evidence to support her claim. 

If there were not three, and they were not kings, who were they? Scott Hoeze wryly remarks 
that they were the equivalent of modern day astrologers, self-proclaimed psychics who wrote 
horoscopes for their local newspaper. They were hardly the sort you’d expect to be rubbing 
shoulders with the Messiah. 

But here they are. It seems Matthew wants us to understand how the birth of Christ draws 
forth the people of all nations. The wonder of Jesus’ birth is welcomed not by royal 
pronouncements, but by the appearance of mysterious strangers who offer their gifts.  

We do not often let strangers guide us to Christ, but that is the scene Matthew gives us. It stirs 
me to wonder. It prompts me to consider the gifts that I bring, and the way that I allow 
moments of darkness to guide me toward God.  

As a young mother, Paula D’Arcy’s husband and child were killed in a tragic automobile 
accident. She was the only survivor. D’Arcy struggled for years to find her way through the grief 
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and sadness. “Only when I touched the heart of darkness did I see that I had many choices,” she 
writes. “That there were a number of ways to live a life. I had been focusing exclusively on what 
had been taken from me – now I saw how much I had been given…I had to reach for it…I had to 
summon something more than a sense of defeat if I wanted to live life to the fullest.” 

Paula D’Arcy discovered what the magi found. Guided by a star, they found wonder. They found 
healing. They found grace. Their hearts, in the words of the poet Dorothy Walters, were broken 
open by a star shining in the darkness.  

Find your star this Advent, and be filled with wonder. Amen.  


